"I came to theory because I was hurting—the pain within me was so intense that I could not go on living. I came to theory desperate, wanting to comprehend—to grasp what was happening around and within me. Most importantly, I wanted to make the hurt go away. I saw in theory then a location for healing." --bell hooks, “Theory as Liberatory Practice”

Starting with the Black feminist revolution that took place in the streets in 2020, the Movement for Black Lives, this course moves back and forth between activism and the irreducible work of theory. This is not a history of feminist movements course, but there are moments when feminist theory is given new life and made vital by social movements, including #BLM, #waterislife/#mniwiconi, #mniw, #NiUnoMas, #MeToo and #TimesUp, and so we will pause our reading of theory at various points to watch video or read interviews with participants and organizers. Theory and activism cannot be collapsed into each other, but they can also be hard to separate.

Feminist theory has been elaborated in relationship to every major theoretical and philosophical system—namely liberalism, Marxism, Foucauldian analysis, poststructuralism, psychoanalysis, Third World liberation—and every significant political movement (in the United States, it was born out of the radical wing of the Abolitionist movement). It has also built independent theories from readings of the body and of sexual violence. One approach to teaching feminist theory is to start from a body of, say, liberal political theory texts and then read feminist theory as a response to them. The trouble with that is that what results is extraordinarily Eurocentric. And, while feminism is a remarkably international assortment of movements, the word “feminism” comes always already marked as the provenance of “the West,” a pernicious development that doesn’t need to be amplified. However, we will read Marx’s Communist Manifesto, because the Marxist tradition in feminism is robust and transnational, and of all these intellectual currents, the one you are least likely to encounter in another class.

Instead, this course has chosen a couple of things to focus on. One is what I think of as the “history” problem: the habit of taking something one disagrees with from the 70s or 80s that a feminist said (and it was a wide-ranging movement, there’s always something), and then talking about “70s feminism” or “80s feminism” as uniformly wrong. I want to restore a sense of the deep complexity of these moments, thinkers, and movements. The 90s, the decade of the explosion of queer theory, has been skipped over, perhaps indefensibly, but in hopes you will take a Sexuality/Trans or Queer Theory course. The second emphasis of this course is, as the title suggests, to center the ways feminists—particularly feminists of color—have grappled with questions race, capitalism, and power.
Finally, my hope for this class is akin to bell hooks’: I hope that the writing we grapple with here will tell everyone something that they needed to hear. Feminist theory was written with the hope that it could save someone’s life, which is why we go on teaching it.

It must also be said clearly that there are no right answers or political orthodoxies in this course. Universities provide us the privilege and pleasure of reading together and learning from each other. Nothing is on the syllabus because it is “right.” Our job in this class is to create an intellectual community, one in which we are all are enriched by each others’ readings. We will be discussing weighty, critical issues, which is why we need each other’s help to think well and to try to understand how the reading can (or fails to) speak to our situation in the world. This imposes on each of us the responsibility of coming to class with the reading done, speaking up about our insights and questions, and listening respectfully to each other (which is not to say always agreeing).

For this class to work well, everyone needs to feel free to talk and think out loud. In order to facilitate this, we must exhibit the highest level of respect for each other. Nobody here is disposable (this should go without saying, but sometimes we need to remind each other.) Your class participation grade will rest on how successfully you show engagement with the material and with your classmates. This course is not a competition over who has "good" or "bad" politics (whatever we may consider those to be), it is an honest exploration of various kinds of political and intellectual positions, and the ways these have been historically constituted. Students are encouraged to bring questions, change their minds, make counter-arguments, and voice politically unpopular positions in class. While intellectual and moral passion, as well as lively disagreement (including with the instructor) are valued, ad hominem and ad feminam attacks will not be tolerated, nor will harassment, slurs, or disparagement of any group.

**Attendance** matters. Learning in this class will develop in significant part through conversation, talking and listening. If you can’t attend, please email me to let me know. However, we are in the midst of a pandemic, a crisis of democracy, an economic crisis, and a climate crisis. Lots of people are suffering. We will be generous with each other and our efforts (and failures) to show up.

**Unplanned virus issues.** We never know what the future holds, but that seems heightened right now. If the class needs to go online for some reason, you will be notified through the “announcements” on the course Moodle page. Make sure you are getting those.

**Basic Needs**

Your safety and well-being are more important than anything going on in class. And having your basic needs met, like food, housing, appropriate health care, and personal safety, are critical to your learning and success in college. If you are facing difficulties securing sufficient food to eat every day or safe and stable housing or your personal safety, I urge you to contact the Dean of Students for support and assistance. If you are comfortable doing so, please also let me know, which will enable me to provide any resources I may have. Dean of Students: https://www.umass.edu/dean_students/

**Course Policies**
**Numeric-Letter Grade Conversion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D+</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>59 or below</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Email**

All students are required to have a UMass email account, which will be used for all correspondence for this course. (Students from other colleges will be assigned one once they register). Registration for this course will also provide access to Moodle, which we will use for supplementary course materials, e-reserves, extra credit opportunities, to turn in and grade assignments.

As for emailing me: I get a lot of email. If your email requires more than a 2-sentence reply, come to my virtual office hours. Answering student email is a high priority for me. My goal is to answer any email received by 5pm on any weekday before 5pm on the next day, no later than Friday of that week. Any email received over the weekend will be considered to have arrived on Monday. If it’s urgent, or I have not answered within this time frame, please don’t hesitate to email me again—you’re not bothering me. I’m just overwhelmed.

**Class Philosophy**

Learning is a process, both individual and collective. We come to this course with different backgrounds and experiences, yet we are all moving through it together. Though we acquire information, arrive at insights, and develop skills at our own pace, learning is inescapably interdependent. For this reason, we will proceed with respect and patience for each other, especially when we disagree.

**Late Assignments**

All assignments must be received by their due date. If there is a compelling reason why you cannot hand in your assignment on time—illness, personal or family emergency, varsity athletic commitment—please be in touch with me as soon as possible. In the time of corona, we’ve all got a lot going on, don’t worry.

PLEASE BE PROACTIVE in asking for accommodation. Don’t suffer in silence. Too many people wind up taking a lower grade rather than share information about their personal situation. Not to worry, we’ve heard it all, good crises and bad—gender transition, intimate partner violence, couch surfing, food insecurity, sexual violence, mental health issues, pregnancy (wanted and not). Don’t suffer in silence. At the least we can help you plan your work; at best we can even connect you with resources.

**Statement Regarding Pronouns** There is a long history of dialogue and activism around how we address one another, with respect to both names and pronouns. Students should be referred to by the name they prefer, and with the proper pronunciation, by faculty and other students. We will gladly honor your request to address you by the name you prefer and gender pronouns that
correspond to your gender identity. Please put your preferred name and pronouns in your Zoom profile/window.

**Students with Disabilities** The University of Massachusetts Amherst is committed to providing an equal educational opportunity for all students. If you have a documented physical, psychological, or learning disability on file with Disability Services (DS), you may be eligible for reasonable academic accommodations to help you succeed in this course. If you have a documented disability that requires an accommodation, please notify me within the first two weeks of the semester so that we may make appropriate arrangements.

**Academic Honesty Statement** Since the integrity of the academic enterprise of any institution of higher education requires honesty in scholarship and research, academic honesty is required of all students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Academic dishonesty is prohibited in all programs of the University. Academic dishonesty includes but is not limited to: cheating, fabrication, plagiarism, and facilitating dishonesty. Appropriate sanctions may be imposed on any student who has committed an act of academic dishonesty. Instructors should take reasonable steps to address academic misconduct. Any person who has reason to believe that a student has committed academic dishonesty should bring such information to the attention of the appropriate course instructor as soon as possible. Instances of academic dishonesty not related to a specific course should be brought to the attention of the appropriate department Head or Chair. Since students are expected to be familiar with this policy and the commonly accepted standards of academic integrity, ignorance of such standards is not normally sufficient evidence of lack of intent (http://www.umass.edu/dean_students/codeofconduct/acadhonesty/).

**Title IX and Mandated Reporting** WGSS classes are a place where issues of sexual violence and other sexual misconduct are discussed as a matter of course. It’s not a taboo subject, and feminists have long worked to develop theory and activism around sexualized violence, including rape, dating violence, child sexual abuse, and the like. If you want to discuss your own personal experiences of sexual violence in a class, we don’t consider that a “report” covered by Title IX (although if you want faculty help and support in reporting sexual violence, we are here to help you do that). Other available resources on campus for addressing sexual violence include both confidential and non-confidential resources—non-confidential resources will keep your concerns private but will report your concerns to the Title IX coordinator, or, the Dean of Students Office who will provide you with different options to assist you. Confidential resources will keep your concerns confidential and will provide you support, assistance in addressing safety concerns as well as other services such as providing you with an advocate. The resources can be found at www.umass.edu/titleix/.

**In-Class Recordings and Selling of Notes** Some external vendors (like StudySoup and other outlets) recruit and pay students for their notes from a class which are then posted for any other student to purchase and use; others extend to in-class video recordings of class lectures. Some right-wing news outlets have also sought recordings of faculty lectures with malicious intent. UMass lawyers have advised that sharing notes for money or video of class for other than personal use is a violation of the faculty member’s copyright, students’ FERPA privacy rights, and laws prohibiting video-recording without consent. Recordings MUST not be shared outside of Moodle or you will be violating all kinds of laws.
Required texts

Assignments and Grading (detailed assignments on Moodle)
2-3pp reading response papers due Sept. 17, and Oct. 1, Oct. 15 (10% each)
Midterm paper due November 12 (20%)
Final paper December 13 (25%)
Discussion—25%

Week-by-week list of readings

**Black Lives Matter, Born of Black Queer Feminism**
**Sept. 7:** Ransby, *Black Lives*, pp. 29-168.

**Matrix of Oppression, Grammar, Metalanguage, Presence: Beyond “Intersectionality” in Black Feminist Thought**

**September 16:** Elizabeth Brooks Higginbotham, “African American Women’s History and the Metalanguage of Race” *Signs* 17:2 (1992): 251-75.
**Reading response paper due Friday**

**What is going on with the Right?**


**Native/Indigenous Feminisms**

September 30—Lakota Activisms

Reading response paper due Friday

Latinx Feminisms
October 5—Third World/Chicana Feminisms

October 7—Spanish-speaking Caribbean Feminisms

Asian American Feminisms
October 12—In the United States

October 14—Empire and Asian ‘American’ Feminisms

Reading response paper due Friday

Transnational Feminisms


Trans Feminisms

October 26: The 70s and 80s

October 28—After 2000

What about the past? Do we know what is meant by 70s feminism? Lesbian feminism? white feminism?


November 4—Queers and Other Monsters

Feminist Studies of Science and Biomedicine


**November 11**—Veteran’s Day holiday


**Liberal Feminism, Legal Regimes and Their Discontents**


**Materialist (Socialist) Feminisms**

Nov. 23—Feminists wrestle with Marx in the ‘70s, 80s, and 20-teens.


Karl Marx and Fredrick Engels, *The Communist Manifesto* (linked to Phil Gaspar’s *Road Map to History’s Most Important Political Document* (Haymarket, 2005). Just read the *Manifesto* and also his annotations if they are helpful.


**November 25**—Thanksgiving holiday, no class

**From Pornography to #MeToo and #NiUnoMas: Radical Feminism and Sexual Violence**

*If you want a trigger warning, thinking through gendered violence is kind of the whole point of radical feminism...*


**December 7**: Rebecca Solnit, “*In Patriarchy Nobody Can Hear You Scream*,” *LitHub* (July 10, 2019)

Rebecca Solnit, “*A Rape a Minute, a Thousand Corpses a Year*,” *Guernica* (January 25, 2013).

Tarana Burke, “*Me Too is a Movement, Not a Moment*” TED talk

Ai-Jen Poo and Mónica Ramírez, “*Female Domestic and Agricultural Workers Confront an Epidemic of Sexual Harassment*,” *ACLU blog* (May 4, 2018).

Mercedes Olivera, “Violencia Feminicida: Violence Against Women and Mexico’s Structural

La Tesis, “Un Violador en Tu Camino” (you can check out the many versions of this anthem/performance piece on YouTube. The linked one is from *Vice News*, with English translation and images from many countries where it was performed.)